Carbon nanotube based dielectric spectroscopy of tumor secretion; electrochemical lipidomics for cancer diagnosis.
Cell free diagnosis of cancer is one of the crucial fields in new generation of medical technology. In this regard, cancer detection based on coastal fluids secreted from the tissues (named as secretome) has attracted a lot of attention. Lipids are important macromolecules could be found with much higher concentrations in secretome of cancer tissues vs. normal ones. On the other hand, lipids are the main dielectric components of the secretome with respect to proteins and ions. Here for the first time we introduced an electrochemical lipidomics based on electrical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) of the secretomes to detect the cancerous samples due to the lipidic content of their secretions. The EIS sensor was fabricated by multiwall carbon nanotube (MWCNT) arrays as conductive and super hydrophobic materials to have great interactive surface with the lipidic content of the solution. Results of the tests on the secretions of more than 100 human biopsied breast tissues showed the promising match between the charge transfer resistance (RCT) of samples' secretions and pathological states of the tissues with meaningful boundary (up to 8 kΩ for normal and more than 13 kΩ for cancer samples). Mass spectroscopic analyses confirmed the higher content of lipids in cancer secretomes. Electrical lipidomics of the secretome shed new lights in cell free cancer diagnosis and could be applied as a complementary clinical approach in all of biopsy based diagnoses in future.